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Lookingglass Theatre Company
CM: David, what first drew you to adapt *20,000 Leagues Under the Seas*?

David: Back in 2011, fellow Ensemble Member Phil Smith and I were sitting in the theatre during a break from tech for the play I co-wrote and directed, *The Last Act of Lilka Kadison*. We were brainstorming a future production, and started thinking about how the theatre itself feels like a submarine with all of the working pipes in the pumping station. I suggested a new adaptation of *20,000 Leagues Under the Seas*. Laura Eason had done a fantastic adaptation of another Jules Verne work, *Around the World in 80 Days*. Plus, Lookingglass already had a good track record of staging the impossible.

CM: Steve, what excited you to dive into this project?

Steve: Three reasons: David, Lookingglass, and the story itself which has been imprinted on my brain since seeing the Disney picture in re-release in the early ’70s. *20,000 Leagues Under the Seas* is the masterpiece of one of the primary creators of modern science-fiction. There’s an enormous amount of new scholarship now about Jules Verne, and he’s benefited the past decade from retooled—much more faithful—translations. In many ways, he’s an author being rediscovered.

CM: What do you hope audiences will take from this play?

David: On an entertainment level, this story is the same hardcore thriller it’s been for over a century: Victorian submarines, sea battles, hairbreadth escapes. And on a deeper level, the story really has grown into a near-parable in many ways more resonant to our world than to the world for which it was originally intended. We’ve passed all speculation, and we are able to do all of the things that Captain Nemo does—and with considerably more firepower. So, wrestling with the moral responsibilities of science developed for destructive use is very clear and present for us in a way that, perhaps, it wasn’t in the 19th century. That said—they are the same responsibilities Verne brought up in the first place.
CM: You have changed the gender of the protagonist of the story. The scientist, Aronnax, and Aronnax’s companion, Conseil have been changed from male to female, what was the inspiration for this?

David: Well, Verne’s original text featured all men, and we were experimenting with ways to broaden that. In talking with Steve, and inspired by female Victorian writers who took on male nom de plumes in order to be published, we landed on the idea of making Aronnax just such a person. It gave us some fun things to play with and provides a different breadth and depth to the proceedings.

Steve: We were both intrigued by what conflicts might arise for Aronnax if she were a woman writing as a man, a la George Sand—who was actually Amantine Dupin. Dupin was a great friend and fan of Verne’s—and it’s believed she was the one who encouraged him to write a book about undersea exploration.

CM: Talk a little about what it’s like to workshop movement and physical sequences for a new play.

David: Lookingglass has an awesome relationship with the Actors Gymnasium up in Evanston, which is run by Lookingglass’ Artistic Associate Sylvia Hernandez-DiStasi, who has choreographed many of our shows. There, we got to work with some of the production and design teams to play around and stage physical sequences in the show. It’s one of the most fun parts of the process, experimenting with all the ways we can tell the story.
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Reed Rigging
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UNDER WATER BEAUTY
A NEW SPECIAL EXHIBIT

beauty worth saving
REFLECT is a curated series of post-show discussions featuring panelists with a range of viewpoints and expertise on the content and context of the play.

Discussions take place directly following the 2PM matinee on select SUNDAYS at Lookingglass Theatre. The discussions are free and open to the public.

JUNE 24
Jules Verne and Victorian Sci-Fi:
With his fantastical journeys into deep oceans, earth, and space, the famous French author may be the inventor of Science Fiction. How has Verne’s work influenced other books, films, television, and plays?

JULY 8
Just Beneath The Surface: Captain Nemo’s Nautilus is an early and fictional forerunner of the real-life modern submarine. What do today’s explorers and scientists use to gaze into the ocean’s depths?

JULY 15
Creatures From The Deep!: Jules Verne’s sea creatures take on legendary proportions in many popular films, television, and theatrical adaptations. Learn about their real-life counterparts with scientists from Chicago’s Shedd Aquarium.

The Fate of the Oceans: Like Captain Nemo, Jules Verne was a fierce admirer of the oceans and all that they hold. What new challenges are posed by oceanic warming, rise, and pollution, and how can we save the seas for future generations?

JULY 29
The Politics of Destruction: Captain Nemo commits acts of violence in the name of a greater good. Is one man’s environmental activist another’s eco-terrorist? Is violence ever warranted, or even effective?

ACCESS Lookingglass is pleased to offer an open captioned performance and an audio described performance for each production in our 2017–18 season.

lookingglasstheatre.org/accessibility

AUDIO DESCRIPTION (Touch Tours begin at 6PM)
20,000 Leagues Under the Seas June 28, 2018 7:30PM

OPEN CAPTIONING
20,000 Leagues Under the Seas July 19, 2018 7:30PM

For more information or additional accessibility accommodations, email access@lookingglasstheatre.org or call 312.337.0665 X 401.
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KAREEM BANDEALY (Captain Nemo/Lookingglass Ensemble Member) has previously appeared at Lookingglass in Blood Wedding, Moby Dick, The Little Prince, Big Lake Big City, Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, The Last Act of Lilka Kadison, and Peter Pan (A Play). Chicago credits: A Christmas Carol (2014–2017), Rock ‘N’ Roll, Gas For Less and King Lear at Goodman Theatre; The Wheel at Steppenwolf Theatre Company; Oklahoma! at Paramount Theatre; The Good Book and The Illusion at Court Theatre; Julius Caesar, Hamlet, The Caretaker and Heartbreak House at Writers Theatre; A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Edward II and Romeo and Juliet at Chicago Shakespeare Theater; A Disappearing Number, Blood and Gifts at TimeLine Theatre; The Skin of Our Teeth and The Real Thing at Remy Bumppo Theatre Company; Othello (as Othello) at The Gift Theatre, and many others. Regional credits include: The Merry Wives of Windsor, The Three Musketeers and The Tempest at Illinois Shakespeare Festival; Love’s Labour’s Lost at Notre Dame Summer Shakespeare; Julius Caesar and Stuff Happens at Pittsburgh Irish & Classical Theatre, and four seasons with Orlando Shakespeare Theater. He has appeared in several films including The Merry Gentleman directed by Michael Keaton, in the new web series Code-Switched, and on TV in Chicago Fire. His new play, Act(s) of God, is slated for its world premiere as part of Lookingglass’ 2018–19 Season. Kareem is a recipient of the 2011 3Arts Artist Award.

WALTER BRIGGS (Ned Land/Lookingglass Artistic Associate) is happy to return to Lookingglass, where he is an Artistic Associate, after performing as Ishmael in last summer’s production of Moby Dick. He has previously appeared at Lookingglass in Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo and The North China Lover, as well as performing as Starbuck in the touring production of Moby Dick at South Coast Repertory, Arena Stage and Alliance Theatre. Chicago credits include: Sucker Punch (Victory Gardens Theater), Hit The Wall (The Inconvenience/Steppenwolf Theatre Company), All Our Tragic (The Hypocrites), and The Glass Menagerie (Mary-Arrchie Theatre Co.). Regionally, Walter has performed at A.R.T., Actors Theatre of Louisville, and The Getty Villa. TV/Film credits include: Chicago Med, Jessica, A Good Person, Ballad, and Older Children. Walter is a founding member of The Inconvenience and a graduate of the Chicago College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt University.

THOMAS J. COX (Gideon Spillet, J.B. Hobson, Guard, Boatswain/Lookingglass Ensemble Member) most recently appeared at Lookingglass in Cascabel. A founding Ensemble Member, Thom has appeared in many productions since 1988, including The Jungle, The Odyssey, West, The Arabian Nights, The Master and Margarita, The Great Fire, Nelson Algren: For Keeps and a Single Day, 1984, The Old Curiosity Shop, and Peter Pan (A Play), among others. Regionally, he has appeared at Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Northlight Theatre, Court Theatre, The House Theatre of Chicago, The Gift Theatre, Victory Gardens Theater, and Milwaukee Repertory Theater. He also serves Lookingglass’ Education and Community Program as Master Teacher. Most recently, Thom was seen in Blind Date (Goodman Theatre) and Book of Will (Northlight Theatre). TV/Film: Brotherhood (Showtime), Chicago Fire (NBC), Since You’ve Been Gone (Miramax).
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JOE DEMPSEY (Pencroff, Farragut) is very glad to be back at Lookingglass where he has appeared in *Around the World in 80 Days*, *The Shaggs: Philosophy of the World*, *Summertime* and *My Life in Pop*. More recent credits include: *Faceless* (The Repertory Theatre of St. Louis; Northlight Theatre); *The Rembrandt* (Steppenwolf Theatre Company), and *Ah, Wilderness!* (Goodman Theatre). Around Chicago, he has also acted (out) at Court Theatre, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Victory Gardens Theater, Paramount Theatre, Drury Lane Theatre, Theater Wit, plus many others, as well as regionally at Milwaukee Repertory Theater, Baltimore Center Stage, City Theatre Company (Pittsburgh, PA), Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park and Kansas City Repertory Theatre. He is an artistic affiliate of American Blues Theater and a former member of The Second City National Touring Company and The Neo-Futurists. Much love to all his Lookingglass friends on their 30th anniversary.

MICAH FIGUEROA (Harbert, Ensign Smith, Nicholas) is thrilled to be returning to Lookingglass after performing in *Moby Dick* in 2015 and 2017 and (once!) in *Lookingglass Alice*. Chicago theatre credits include: *Tall Girl and the Lightning Parade* (Walkabout Theater); *The Winter Pageant* (Redmoon Theater); *Distance to the Moon* (First Floor Theater). Regional theatre credits include: *Moby Dick* (Alliance Theatre, Arena Stage, South Coast Repertory); *In the Beginning, Henry IV* (Dallas Theater Center); *The Farnsworth Invention, Wild Oats* (Theatre Three); *Coriolanus, Cyrano de Bergerac, Macbeth* (Shakespeare Dallas); *Titus Andronicus* (Kitchen Dog Theater). He earned a BFA from Southern Methodist University and the British American Drama Academy.

KASEY FOSTER (Professor Morgan Aronnax/Lookingglass Artistic Associate) is a performer, choreographer, producer, and director. She is an Artistic Associate at Lookingglass Theatre, a member of Actors’ Equity, and is represented by Gray Talent Group. Most recently, she was seen on stage in *A Journey for the Sun* (The Actors Gymnasium); *Mementos Mori* (Manual Cinema); and touring the country with *Moby Dick* (Lookingglass Theatre). On camera credits include: *Chicago Med* and IFC’s *Documentary Now!* Kasey sings with Chicago bands Grood, Babe-alon 5, Old Timey, This Must be the Band, and a mysteriously nameless private events band. She has created over forty original works, and produces an annual series called Dance Tribute. Kasey’s greatest creation is a baby girl named Elvis, and she is ever-grateful for this ongoing project.

EDWIN LEE GIBSON (Cyrus Smith, Constable Weaver, Engineer) was last seen at Lookingglass in the US premiere of *Beyond Caring*. Off Broadway: *Battlefield* (2017–2018 International Tour); *Love and Information* (US premiere, Minetta Lane Theatre/New York Theatre Workshop); *The Diary of Black Men* (London, UK), *Five ‘Til* (Dixon Place; NYC); *The Seven* (New York Theatre Workshop, Obie Award for Outstanding Performance). Chicago Theatre: *The Royale* (American Theater Company); *St. James Infirmary* (Congo Square Theatre Company). Edwin just
returned from nine months work with director Peter Brook in London (National Theatre) and Paris (Théâtre des Bouffes du Nord). TV: Law and Order: SVU, Shameless. Film: Mom and Dad, director Brian Taylor; Marshall, director Reginald Hudlin.

GLENN-DALE OBRERO (Kin-Fo, Mr. Drax, First Mate) is thrilled to be making his Lookingglass debut! Other Chicago credits include: A Beauty Queen of Leenane (Northlight Theatre, u/s); A Wrinkle in Time (Lifeline Theatre); Akeelah and the Bee (Adventure Stage Chicago); How We Got On (Haven Theatre, u/s). TV: Chicago Fire (NBC). He received his BFA in Performing Arts from Savannah College of Art and Design and is represented by Gray Talent Group.

LANISE ANTOINE SHELLEY (Brigette Conseil) is a Lookingglass Teaching Artist and was last seen in Goodman Theatre’s An Enemy of the People. Chicago credits include: Chicago Shakespeare Theater, The Back Room Shakespeare Project, and Victory Gardens Theater. Regionally: American Repertory Theater, Indiana Repertory Theatre, Book-It Repertory Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Outside the Wire, Shakespeare Santa Cruz. Favorite productions during her years as resident company member at Milwaukee Repertory Theatre include: Eurydice, The Night is a Child, The Glass Menagerie, Gem of the Ocean, King Lear, Sueno, ...Young Lady From Rwanda, The Crucible, and I Just Stopped By to See The Man. International Theatre: Stratford Festival’s Chicago Fellow for 2016. TV/Film: Chicago Fire (NBC), Discovery World. Training: MFA from ART/MXAT at Harvard University, BFA from Cornish College of the Arts, certificate from British American Drama Academy in Oxford, England.

DAVID KERSNAR (Director/Playwright/Lookingglass Ensemble Member) has directed, performed, written, designed and taught for Lookingglass since 1988. David previously served as the Lookingglass Artistic Director, founded and directed Lookingglass Education & Community Programs, and served as Master Teacher. Other directing and writing credits include: premiere productions at Next Theatre Company, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Lively Arts Dance Academy, and Chicago Children’s Theatre. David also worked with Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Goodman Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Remains Theater, Brooklyn Academy of Music, The Actors’ Gang, Touchstone Theatre, and Alley Theatre of Houston. David has served as Theatre Chair for Monterey Peninsula College, as well as professor of theatre at such institutions as Northwestern University, DePaul University, Roosevelt University and University of Illinois. He co-founded and produced over 40 films and plays nationally and internationally with Shaking the Tree Interactive Productions, which uses theatrical problem-solving techniques in business environments. Film and TV credits include: U.S. Marshals, Since You’ve Been Gone, Early Edition, Turks. David holds a B.S. in theatre/performance studies and a MFA in directing from Northwestern University.

STEVE PICKERING (ALTHOS LOW/Playwright) is a Chicago-based actor, director, and playwright. A Goodman Theatre Creative Partner and Project Manager for Shanghai Low Theatricals (SLT), he is formerly the Artistic Director of Next Theatre Company in Evanston. For SLT, he has served as the primary adaptor—in collaboration with
company members—of Orwell’s *Animal Farm* (Steppenwolf for Young Adults, 2014); Conan Doyle’s *The Hound Of The Baskervilles* (Idle Muse Theatre Company); Alastair Reynolds’ *Diamond Dogs* (The House Theatre of Chicago); and his own production of *Alphaburn*, retelling the Joan of Arc story (DePaul University, 2017). As an actor, he last appeared in Robert Falls’ world premiere staging of Rogelio Martinez’ *Blind Date* (Goodman Theatre—one of over 30 productions with the company since 1987); Sean Grennan’s *The Tin Woman* (Theatre at the Center); and Mary Zimmerman’s *Treasure Island* (Lookingglass; Berkeley Repertory Theatre). In 2016, he was awarded a Lunt-Fontanne Fellowship by the Ten Chimneys Foundation.

**TODD ROSENTHAL (Scenic Designer)**'s Broadway credits include: *August Osage County* (Tony Award), *The Motherfucker with the Hat* (Tony Nomination), *Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?*, *Of Mice and Men* (Filmed by National Theatre Live), *Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Of Mice and Men* (Filmed by National Theatre Live), *Fish in the Dark*. Upcoming Broadway: *Straight White Men*. Off-Broadway credits include: *Red Light Winter* (Barrow Street Theatre), *Domesticated* (Lincoln Center) and *Qualms* (Playwrights Horizons). Todd was also a designer for six years for Big Apple Circus. International credits: *August Osage County* (London; Australia), *The Beauty Queen of Leenane* (Ireland), *Nice Fish* (London), *Downstate* (London). Regional work includes: Steppenwolf Theatre Company (28 productions), Goodman Theatre (Creative Partner), Guthrie Theater, Berkeley Repertory Theatre, and many others. Museum exhibitions include: *Mythbusters: The Explosive Exhibition*, *The International Exhibition of Sherlock Holmes*. Awards include: Laurence Olivier, Helen Hayes, Ovation, Back Stage Garland, Jeff, San Francisco Bay Area Outer Critics Circle, and Michael Merritt. Todd is a professor at Northwestern University and a graduate of Yale School of Drama.

**SULLY RATKE (Costume Designer)** is thrilled to be back at Lookingglass. She is a graduate from the stage design MFA program at Northwestern University with a B.A. in Painting and Drawing from the University of Notre Dame. She is fascinated by all peoples (and their wide world!) and harbors an intuition for connecting them—particularly through their common use of symbols, rituals, and spiritual ideas. She has been working as a costumer in Chicago at various theaters, including Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Drury Lane Theatre, Griffin Theatre, The Gift Theatre, Victory Gardens Theater, Northwestern University, Chicago Fringe Opera, and others. sullyratke.com

**CHRISTINE A. BINDER (Lighting Designer/Lookingglass Artistic Associate)** has designed lighting for Victory Gardens Theater, Writers Theatre, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Court Theatre, Northlight Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Indiana Repertory Theatre, Goodman Theatre, and Oregon Shakespeare Festival. Her opera designs include work at Lyric Opera of Chicago, Chicago Opera Theater, San Diego Opera, San Francisco Opera, Pittsburgh Opera, and Houston Grand Opera. Recent designs include: *Plantation!* (Lookingglass); *hang* (Remy Bumppo Theatre Company); *Red Velvet* (Chicago Shakespeare Theater). Upcoming designs include: *Mansfield Park* (Northlight Theatre); *Eugene* (Canadian Opera Company; Washington National Opera); *Swan Lake* (Joffrey Ballet). Christine is the Head of Lighting Design at The Theatre School at DePaul University. She lives in Oak Park with her husband Claude and son Cody.
RICK SIMS (Sound Designer/Lookingglass Artistic Associate) has composed and designed sound for more than 25 Lookingglass productions. Other Chicago credits include: Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Congo Square Theatre Company, Writers Theatre, Lifeline Theatre, Griffin Theatre, Chicago Children’s Theatre, The Hypocrites, The House Theatre of Chicago, Court Theatre, American Theater Company, Victory Gardens Theater, Raven Theatre, Steep Theatre, Northlight Theatre and About Face Theatre. Regional credits include: the Getty in LA; South Coast Repertory in Costa Mesa, CA;Arena Stage and Roundhouse Theatre in Washington, D.C.; Alliance Theatre in Atlanta; Boston Playwrights’ Theatre; Arden Theatre Company in Philadelphia; Playwrights Horizons in NYC; Actors Theatre of Louisville; Portland Playhouse in Portland, OR. Rick won a Jeff Award for Sound Design for Lookingglass’ Moby Dick and Hephaestus, as well as a Black Theatre Alliance Award for Congo Square Theatre Company’s Brothers In the Dust, and received several nominations for both awards. Rick is an Artistic Associate of Lookingglass and an Artistic Affiliate with American Blues Theater. Rick also wrote the book, music and lyrics for Lookingglass’ Hillbilly Antigone.

SYLVIA HERNANDEZ-DISTASI (Circus Choreographer/Lookingglass Artistic Associate) is a co-founder and the Artistic Director of The Actors Gymnasium, where she serves as master teacher, choreographer and director of The Professional Circus Training Program. Sylvia has been an Artistic Associate of Lookingglass since 1999. She has worked on more than 15 productions with the company, where she has received three (of her four) Jeff Awards for choreography (Baron in the Trees, Hard Times, Lookingglass Alice). Other Lookingglass credits include: Icarus, The Little Prince, Thaddeus and Slocum: A Vaudeville Adventure, and Hard Times, among others. Chicago Credits: Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Goodman Theatre and Chicago Shakespeare Theater. She is a recipient of the 3Arts Award for Design (2014) and the Award of Honor for Outstanding Contributions by the Illinois Theater Association (2015). Sylvia most recently received the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle Award for Distinguish Achievement for her Aerial Acrobatic Choreography for Lookingglass’s production of Moby Dick.

BLAIR THOMAS (Puppet Designer) is a puppeteer and director of the Chicago International Puppet Theater Festival. He previously designed puppets for Lookingglass’ Mr. and Mrs. Pennyworth.

TOM LEE (Puppet Designer) is a puppeteer and designer who appeared in War Horse on Broadway and Madam Butterfly at the Metropolitan Opera. tomleeprojects.com

CHRIS WOOTEN (Puppet Designer) has designed puppets, sets, gizmos and lighting for many Chicago theatre and dance companies and has collaborated with Blair Thomas for a lot of years on a lot of shows, including Lookingglass’ Mr. and Mrs. Pennyworth.

ISAAC SCHOEPP (Rigging Designer)’s rigging design credits include: Hard Times (Lookingglass Theatre); Moby Dick (Lookingglass Theatre, Jeff Award; Alliance Theatre; Arena Stage; South Coast Repertory); Quest, Marnie and Phil: A Circus Love Letter, Circuscope, Magical Exploding Boy (The Actors Gymnasium); The Year I Didn’t Go to School (Chicago Children’s Theatre); A Midsummer Night’s Daydream (Northwestern University). Isaac is a proud Associate Artist with The Actors Gymnasium and serves as their staff rigging specialist. He has also appeared onstage with Lookingglass, The
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Actors Gymnasium, and The Back Room Shakespeare Project, among others. Each fall he coordinates the Christ College Freshman Drama Workshop at Valparaiso University. Much love to Claire.

AMANDA HERRMANN (Properties Designer)’s Lookingglass credits include: Plantation!, Hard Times, Moby Dick, Beyond Caring, Mr. and Mrs. Pennyworth, and Life Sucks. Other credits include: How to be a Rock Critic (Steppenwolf Theatre Company), W;t (The Hypocrites); The Hollow, The Tin Woman (Peninsula Players Theatre); Hang, Pirandello’s Henry IV, Fallen Angels (Remy Bumppo Theatre Company); The Book of Will, Miss Bennet (Northlight Theatre); Montauciel Takes Flight, A Wrinkle in Time, Velveteen Rabbit (Lifeline Theatre); This Way Outta Santaland, Naperville (Theater Wit); Balm in Gilead (Griffin Theatre); The Sweeter Option (Strawdog Theatre Company). Amanda is a graduate of Ripon College with a B.A. in Theater and Art.

KATHY LOGELIN (Dialect Coach) is thrilled to be working with Lookingglass again, having previously coached Moby Dick and Treasure Island. Recent coaching credits include: the 2016–17 tour of Moby Dick; Boeing, Boeing (Indiana Repertory Theatre); Birdland (Steep Theatre); Suddenly Last Summer (Raven Theatre); How I Learned to Drive (The Artistic Home); Alias Grace (Rivendell Theatre Ensemble); The Mutilated (A Red Orchid Theatre); Persuasion (Chamber Opera Chicago, 2015 Edinburgh Festival Fringe). Kathy holds a B.S. in Acting from Illinois State University.

MAX FABIAN (Fight Choreographer) studied at the Rapier Wit fight school in Toronto, Ontario and holds certifications with The Fight Directors of Canada and The Society of America Fight Directors. Past work include: Pericles (Chicago Shakespeare Theater); Stick Fly, Explorer’s Club, Southern Gothic (Windy City Playhouse). Most recently, he worked on Columbinus at Steppenwolf Garage Rep. He is the Program Director for The Rocky Mountain Conservatory Theatre and has been a proud Teaching Artist with Lookingglass since 2014, teaching in Chicago Public Schools and with the Summergglass program.

MARY HUNGERFORD (Stage Manager) is excited to return to Lookingglass after working as the Assistant Stage Manager for Hard Times, Beyond Caring, Blood Wedding, Treasure Island, Moby Dick (2015), and Lookingglass Alice. She was fortunate enough to join the Pequot as the Stage Manager for the tour of Lookingglass’ Moby Dick to Atlanta, Washington, D.C., and Costa Mesa, CA. Other Chicago stage management credits include productions with Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, and TimeLine Theatre. Mary is a proud member of Actors’ Equity Association and an alumna of Northwestern University. Endless thanks to Jeff and Kelley.

KATHLEEN BARRETT (Assistant Stage Manager) is thrilled to be on the 20,000 Leagues Under the Seas team for her first show at Lookingglass. Previous credits include work at Steppenwolf Theatre Company, South Coast Repertory, Pasadena Playhouse, The Hypocrites, Victory Gardens Theater, Porchlight Music Theatre, Broadway in Chicago, and Mason Street Warehouse. Kathleen is a graduate of Kalamazoo College in Michigan.
HEIDI STILLMAN (Artistic Director/Lookingglass Ensemble Member) recently directed the return of her adaptation of *Hard Times*. She has both written and directed productions for Lookingglass, including: *Cascabel* (with Tony Hernandez and Rick Bayless), *The North China Lover*, *Hephaestus* (with Tony Hernandez), *The Brothers Karamazov* (2009 Raven Award), and *The Master and Margarita*. Additional writing credits with Lookingglass include: *The Last Act of Liika Kadison* with Nicola Behrman, David Kersnar, Abbie Phillips and Andy White, *The Old Curiosity Shop* with Laura Eason and Raymond Fox (Jeff Award for Adaptation), and *The Baron in the Trees* with Larry DiStasi (Jeff Award Nominated). Directing work with Lookingglass includes: *Death Tax*, *Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo*, *Trust*, *The Wooden Breeks*, and *Hillbilly Antigone*. Heidi’s adaptation of *The Book Thief* premiered at Steppenwolf Theatre Company. She directed Minita Gandhi’s *Muthaland* for Silk Road Rising Solos and Victory Gardens Theater’s Ignition Festival, CAATA/ConFEST, and at 16th Street Theatre. Last year, she co-wrote and directed *The Year I Didn’t Go to School* at the Chicago Children’s Theatre. Heidi looks forward to directing Lookingglass Ensemble Member Kareem Bandealy’s world premiere of *Acts of God* for Lookingglass’ 2018–19 Season. She lives in Evanston with her husband and her 15 year olds, Sadie and Jude.

RACHEL L. FINK (Executive Director) began her tenure as Executive Director with Lookingglass in February 2018. Rachel comes to Chicago from the San Francisco Bay area, where she was Managing Director of Theatre Bay Area, serving more than 300 theatre companies and 2,000 individual artists across the region. Prior to her time at Theatre Bay Area, Rachel spent 16 years at Berkeley Repertory Theatre where she founded and grew the School of Theatre. These programs served over 23,000 students (ages 5–adult) annually throughout Northern California. A strong advocate of arts leadership development and cultural policy, Rachel was one of four steering committee members of the inaugural Berkshire Leadership Summit. She was chosen to be the first US delegate for the British Council’s Cultural Leadership International Programme and was selected for the inaugural class of the American Express/Aspen Institute Fellowship for Emerging Nonprofit Leaders. She is a member of the 2016 artEquity cohort and has served on the board of Theatre Bay Area, chaired its Theatre Services Committee, and planned numerous professional development convenings. Prior to moving to the Bay Area, Rachel was the managing director of the Yale Cabaret. Rachel has taught at Berkeley Repertory Theatre, Case Western Reserve University, and the Cain Park School of the Arts. She received her B.A. in Theatre Arts from Case Western Reserve University and her MFA in Theater Management from the Yale School of Drama.
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PHILIP R. SMITH (Producing Director/Lookingglass Ensemble Member) most recently appeared as Dr. Aster in Life Sucks at Lookingglass, Captain Smollett in Treasure Island at Lookingglass and Berkeley Repertory Theatre, and as Wrede Sartorius in The March at Steppenwolf Theatre Company. Other Lookingglass credits include Bass in Big Lake Big City, Ethan in Ethan Frome, Will in Trust, Phileas Fogg in Around the World in 80 Days, Ivan in The Brothers Karamazov, Tinker Bosch in The Wooden Breeks, and Creon in Hillbilly Antigone. Other recent credits include: Atticus Finch in To Kill a Mockingbird and Rev. Parris in The Crucible, both at Steppenwolf Theatre Company, and Fogg in Around the World in 80 Days at Baltimore’s Center Stage. Other regional credits include: McCarter Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, Arden Theatre Company, Brooklyn Academy of Music (NYC), and The Actors’ Gang (LA). TV and film credits include: Boss, Friends, Prison Break, Chicago Hope, Early Edition, Kissing a Fool, Since You’ve Been Gone, High Fidelity, The Express, and The Dilemma. As Producing Director, oversight includes Lookingglass casting and serving as a primary artistic liaison to the development department, special events, marketing, and production departments.

ANDREW WHITE (Connectivity and Engagement Director/Lookingglass Ensemble Member) has participated as an actor, writer, or director in more than 40 Lookingglass productions, most recently directing last season’s Life Sucks. He wrote the book and lyrics for Eastland: A New Musical, received a Jeff Award for his 2004 adaptation of George Orwell’s 1984 (which was presented at Steppenwolf Theatre Company as part of the Steppenwolf for Young Adults program), and wrote and directed Of One Blood, about the murder of three civil rights workers in 1964. He recently appeared as Banquo in Aaron Posner and Teller’s production of Macbeth at Chicago Shakespeare Theater. He has taught in various Lookingglass outreach programs and residencies, and co-founded Mosaic Experience, a company which uses an arts-based approach to dialogue about diversity. His family in Evanston includes one wife, Shari; two children, Julia and Asher; and one cat named Jane.

MICHELE V. ANDERSON (General Manager) is in her twelfth season with Lookingglass Theatre Company, and in her ninth year as General Manager after having been the Director of Finance and Administration. Her over 20 years of experience in arts management include nearly ten years as Director of Finance & Administration at Steppenwolf Theatre Company, Business Manager of the International Theatre Festival of Chicago and numerous short-term consulting and freelance positions with Writers Theatre, About Face Theatre, Victory Gardens Theater, Chicago Gateway Green, Storycatchers Theatre and others. After receiving both a B.A. and a B.S. from Indiana University, Michele started her career in Chicago working for the for-profit producers Cullen Henaghan and Platt. Michele also has an M.A. in Arts Administration from Columbia College Chicago. She lives in Chicago with her husband Ken.
ABOUT LOOKINGGLASS

Inventive. Collaborative. Transformative. Lookingglass is home to a multi-disciplined collective of artists who create original, story-centered theatre through a physical and improvisational rehearsal process centered on ensemble. Lookingglass has staged 65 world premieres and garnered numerous awards in its mission to change, charge and empower audiences and artists alike. Lookingglass Education and Community programs encourage creativity, teamwork, and confidence with thousands of students and community members each year. In 2003, Lookingglass Theatre opened in Chicago’s landmark Water Tower Water Works. In 2011, Lookingglass received the American Theatre Wing’s Tony Award® for Outstanding Regional Theatre. In 2016, Lookingglass received the MacArthur Award for Creative and Effective Institutions and in 2017, was the recipient of the League of Chicago Theatres’ Artistic Achievement Award.

LOOKINGGLASS COMPANY MEMBERS

Ensemble

Kareem Bandealy
Mara Blumenfeld
J. Nicole Brooks
David Catlin
Thomas J. Cox
Lawrence E. DiStasi
Kevin Douglas
Christine Mary Dunford
Laura Eason
Anthony Fleming III
Raymond Fox
Joy Gregory
Doug Hara
David Kersnar
Louise Lamson
Daniel Ostling
David Schwimmer
Joey Slotnick
Philip R. Smith
Heidi Stillman
Tracy Walsh
Andrew White
Temple Williams III
Mary Zimmerman

Artistic Associates

Atra Asdou
Brian Sidney Bembridge
Chris Binder
Walter Briggs
Christopher Donahue
Deanna Dunagan
Kasey Foster
Sara Gmitter
Sylvia Hernandez-DiStasi
Tony Hernandez
Lauren Hirte
Joshua Horvath
J. Salomé Martinez Jr.
Andre Pluess
Ericka Ratcliff
Scott Silberstein
Rick Sims
Alison Siple
Samuel Taylor
Lisa Tejero
Troy West
Lindsey Noel Whiting
MARA BLUMENFELD recently designed Plantation!, Hard Times, Beyond Caring, and Mr. and Mrs. Pennyworth at Lookingglass. Upcoming projects include: Macbeth (directed by Aaron Posner and Teller) at Chicago Shakespeare Theater and Love’s Labor’s Lost (directed by Amanda Dehnert) for the Oregon Shakespeare Festival.

J. NICOLE BROOKS was last seen on the Lookingglass stage as Tracy in Beyond Caring and Mallory in Lottery Day at Goodman Theatre. She has a recurring role on The Chi, and has several writing projects and commissions in development.

DAVID CATLIN recently appeared at Lookingglass in Hard Times and will be directing his adaptation of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein for the 2018–19 Season. This summer he will direct A Midsummer Night’s Dream at Alliance Theatre in Atlanta. David teaches acting at Northwestern University.

LAWRENCE E. DISTASI was last seen onstage at Lookingglass as Frank in Thaddeus and Slocum: A Vaudeville Adventure. He is currently spending a lot of time changing the diapers of his youngest son Aleo and helping his oldest son Griffin with college applications.

CHRISTINE MARY DUNFORD most recently appeared in Blood Wedding at Lookingglass. She directed her own adaptation of the novel Still Alice at Lookingglass in the spring of 2013. The play had its first international production this winter in Leeds, England. Christine continues to work on The Memory Ensemble and as Director of the School of Theatre & Music at UIC.

KEVIN DOUGLAS’s play Plantation! had its world premiere at Lookingglass in March of 2018. His play Thaddeus and Slocum: A Vaudeville Adventure had its world premiere at Lookingglass in 2016. Kevin has also co-written an independent film called Call Center. He and his wife have a web-series titled Tam and Kevin Under 60—short Sketch comedy videos in under 60 seconds! They can all be seen on YouTube.

LAURA EASON is currently in post-production for her feature film debut, Blue Night, produced by and starring Sarah Jessica Parker. Her latest play, Remarkable Invisible, recently had its world premiere at Theater by the Lake in the UK. She is current adapting the novels The Rocks by Peter Nichols for television and Georgia by Dawn Trip as a feature film. Laura received a 2017 Emmy nomination for her work as a writer/producer on season five of the Netflix drama House of Cards. lauraeason.com @LeasonNYC

ANTHONY FLEMING III most recently reprised his role as Queequeg in Moby Dick in the summer of 2017, for which he received the Jeff Award for Best Supporting Actor in a Play in 2015.

RAYMOND FOX recently appeared in Hard Times at Lookingglass.

JOY GREGORY is working on her fourth season as a writer-producer on the CBS series Madam Secretary. She recently received her second nomination for a Humanities Award for her work on the show. She’s also working on a new play and a feature film adaptation of her play The Shaggs: Philosophy of the World is in pre-production.

DOUG HARA performed at Arden Theatre Company in Philadelphia in a two-person adaptation of Snow White this past spring. This summer he will return as Potions Master at Fiddleheart Academy of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
LOUISE LAMSON recently appeared onstage in both Plantation! and Hard Times at Lookingglass.

DANIEL OSTLING recently opened a new one-act ballet titled La Morte Amoureuse with K-Ballet in Tokyo, where he previously worked on their premiere of Cleopatra. This winter, he polished up his new A Christmas Carol which premiered at McCarter Theatre, in Princeton, NJ. This spring, he opened the new play Concealed Treasure in Shanghai and Major Barbara in Portland, followed by Love’s Labour’s Lost at Oregon Shakespeare Festival in June. He is based this year in Taipei, Taiwan.

DAVID SCHWIMMER most recently directed Plantation! at Lookingglass and was thrilled to co-produce Beyond Caring with Lookingglass in 2017.

JOEY SLOTNICK was most recently seen in the Broadway premiere of Ayad Akhtar’s new play Junk at Lincoln Center. He just finished filming The Goldfinch directed by John Crowley. He was last on stage in Chicago with his improvisational colleagues Lauren Katz and John Lehr for the 20th Annual Chicago Improv Festival.

TRACY WALSH most recently provided intimacy choreography for Beyond Caring. She also choreographed and appeared in Court Theatre’s Iphigenia In Aulis at The Getty Villa in LA. Tracy and her husband, Thomas, own and teach at Lighthouse Yoga in Evanston.

TEMPLE WILLIAMS III is Chief Operating Officer of 51 Minds Entertainment (an Endemol Company), a LA based production company focused on non-scripted television. Additionally, Temple is Chief Executive of Freedom Media, a company dedicated to financing independent feature films (credits include The Forger and Maggie’s Plan). Temple lives in LA with his wife, photographer and entrepreneur Cyndi Finkle, and their daughter, Sullivan Clare Williams.

MARY ZIMMERMAN was recently in New York with her production of Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor at the Metropolitan Opera. This winter, she will make a new show with her Lookingglass family called The Steadfast Tin Soldier: A Christmas Pantomime. She is very much looking forward to that.

For KAREEM BANDEALY, THOMAS J. COX, DAVID KERSNAR, PHILIP R. SMITH, HEIDI STILLMAN, and ANDREW WHITE, see the PROFILES section.

THEATRE CAMPS

SUMMER 2018

REGISTER TODAY!
lookingglasstheatre.org/education
SUPPORT LOOKINGGLASS

Lookingglass Theatre Company gratefully acknowledges the generosity of the many individuals, corporations, foundations, and government grantors who support Lookingglass and its innovative artistic and education programs. We are pleased to recognize contributions made between March 1, 2017–February 28, 2018. We work diligently to keep our donor lists up to date. Please bring any unintentional errors, additions, or needed corrections to the attention of the Austin Kopsa, Development Associate at 773.477.9257 X 122 or via email at AKopsa@lookingglasstheatre.org.
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CONNECTIVITY AND ENGAGEMENT SPONSOR
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LEAD PRODUCER’S CIRCLE
Melinda McMullen and Duncan Kime

PRODUCER’S CIRCLE
Leigh and Henry Bienen
Abbie Helene Roth and Sandra Gladstone Roth

OPENING NIGHT SPONSOR
PARK HYATT CHICAGO*
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HEARN
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Shirley Ryan Abilitylab
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GOVERNMENT SUPPORTERS

City of Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel
This program is partially supported by a grant from the Illinois Arts Council Agency
STATE OF ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
CORPORATE + FOUNDATION SUPPORTERS FOR 2017–18

PREMIERE BENEFACtor

MacArthur Foundation

EMINENT BENEFACtors

PAUL M. ANGELL FAMILY FOUNDATION

HEARN

UNITED
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New England Patriots Foundation
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LANDMARK BENEFACtors

A. MARSEK FINE JEWELRY

ALPHAWOOD FOUNDATION CHICAGO
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The Crown Family

Exelon

Joseph & Bessie Feinberg Foundation

LLOYD A. FRY FOUNDATION

The Hearst Foundations

HMS MEDIA
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The Steinem-Steinem Education Foundation

STS FOUNDATION
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Prince Charitable Trusts
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National Endowment for the Arts

The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust
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^ This donor is ensuring the future of Lookingglass with a bequest through the Givingglass Guild
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FOUNDER
Billy Dec

PRESIDENT
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MEMBERS
Gregory Claus
Cameron Croft
Kim Darre
Lindsay Dausch
Brendan Green
Jacqueline Helmick
Kimberly Kocur
Jameson LaMarca
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Emily Tisone
Kyle Tisone
Jillian Tribbett
Matt Ubrig
Chris Vainisi
Mindy Wetzel
Jai Winston
John Zimmerman
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ARTISTIC
Artistic Director
Heidi Stillman
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Philip R. Smith
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Raymond Fox
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EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY
Director of Education and Community Programs
Lizzie Perkins
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Thomas J. Cox
Education Coordinator
Samantha Kaser

ADMINISTRATION
Executive Director
Rachel L. Fink
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Business Office Coordinator
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Michael Cansfield
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Matthew Harmon
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MARKETING
Director of Marketing
Anna Marie Faulkner
Marketing Coordinator
Nelly Mueller
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Matthew Moynihan
Graphic Designer
Sarah Stec

AUDIENCE AND ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES
Associate Director of Audience and Accessibility Services
Kimberly Lawson
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Dan Wenzel
Bar Supervisor
Tamara Becker
Audience and Accessibility Services Staff
Raymond Fox
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Gracie Meier
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PRODUCTION
Production Manager
Sarah Burnham
Technical Director
Jon Woelfer
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Will Tople
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Stephanie Cluggish
Master Electrician
Rachel Lake
Sound Supervisor
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Nina Escobedo
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Claire Kedjidjian
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Education and Community Interns
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Deon Custard
Dahlia Kassel
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Development Intern
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Marketing Intern
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Cathy Taylor Public Relations, Inc.

Auditors
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Computer Consulting
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Video Content
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Media Agency
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Photography
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Sean Williams

Lookingglass Logo Design
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Website
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The Lookingglass Watermark

Watermark Members provide the financial foundation for Lookingglass’ innovative programming. Membership includes VIP ticketing services, invitations to private events with Lookingglass artists, complimentary subscriptions, and advance opportunities to purchase tickets. We are pleased to recognize contributions towards our 2017–18 Season. For more information please contact Matthew Harmon, Individual Giving Associate, at 773.477.9257 X 153 or mharmon@lookingglasstheatre.org.
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Renee and Michael Sichlau
Nikki Will Stein and
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Matthew Steinmetz
Liz Stiffel
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* This donor is ensuring the future of Lookingglass with a bequest through the Givingglass Guild

• We gratefully acknowledge our deceased donors
DONORS

Lookingglass Theatre Company gratefully acknowledges the generosity of the many individuals, corporations, foundations, and government grantors who support Lookingglass and its innovative artistic and education programs. We are pleased to recognize contributions made between March 1, 2017–February 28, 2018. We work diligently to keep our donor lists up to date. Please bring any unintentional errors, additions, or needed corrections to the attention of the Sheri Flanders, Institutional Giving Coordinator at 773.477.9257 X 113 or via email at sflanders@lookingglasstheatre.org.

CORPORATE, FOUNDATION AND GOVERNMENT SUPPORTERS

PREMIERE BENEFACCTOR ($1,000,000 +)
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

MAGNIFICENT BENEFACCTORS ($500,000–$999,999)
The City of Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel
State of Illinois: Department of Commerce and Community Affairs

EMINENT BENEFACCTOR ($100,000–$499,999)
HEARN
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
United Airlines

LEADING BENEFACCTOR ($50,000–$99,999)
Allstate Insurance Company
BMO Harris Bank
Conagra Brands Foundation
New England Patriots Foundation
Poltk Bros. Foundation
The Shubert Foundation

LANDMARK BENEFACCTOR ($25,000–$49,999)
A. Marek Fine Jewelry
Alphawood Foundation
The Chicago Community Trust
ComEd
The Crown Family
Exelon
Joseph and Bessie Feinberg Foundation
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
The Hearst Foundations
HMS Media
Northern Trust
Park Hyatt Chicago
Park Hyatt New York
Shirley Ryan AbilityLab
Steiner Kerman Education Foundation
STS Foundation
Winftrust

CORNERSTONE BENEFACCTOR ($15,000–$24,999)
Anonymous
Bloomingdale’s
Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Goldman Sachs
MARSH Private Client Services
The Milne Family Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
Prince Charitable Trusts
Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust

DISTINGUISHED BENEFACCTOR ($10,000–$14,999)
Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture
Bayless Family Foundation
BOK Center
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Grosvenor Capital Management
Illinois Arts Council Agency
JP Morgan Chase
Make It Better Media
Mesirow Financial
The Pauls Foundation
The Siragusa Foundation
SMG
United Center
Wells Fargo Center and Spectra Venue Management by Comcast Spectator

PRODUCING BENEFACCTOR ($5,000–$9,999)
A. Montgomery Ward Foundation, Bank Of America
CDW
The Davee Foundation
Irving Harris Foundation
John R. Halligan Charitable Fund
RSM
Dr. Scholl Foundation

DIRECTING BENEFACCTOR ($2,500–$4,999)
Anonymous
The Rhoades Foundation
US Cellular

PARTICIPATING BENEFACCTOR ($1,000–$2,499)
Negaunee Foundation
The Benefactors of THEATRE THAT MOVES: THE CAMPAIGN FOR LOOKINGGLASS

DOLORES KOHL KAPLAN & MORRIS KAPLAN*  
THE LELAND FAMILY  
Contributors of the chimney passageway  
LOOKINGGLASS ENSEMBLE FRIENDS & FAMILY  
Contributors of the Compass Room  
LOOKINGGLASS ASSOCIATES BOARD  
Contributors of the box office  
MELINDA McMULLEN  
Contributor of the women’s dressing room  
NORTHERN TRUST  
Contributor of the balcony  
LORI & J. SCOT PEPPER  
DAVID L. SCHWIMMER  
Sound system contributed in honor of Syd & Mac Colman; Lighting system contributed in honor of Bea and Bert Schwimmer  
NANCY & MICHAEL TIMMERS  
Contributors of the men’s dressing room  
• We gratefully acknowledge our deceased donors

These generous donors have made special gifts to enable Lookingglass to propel its ambitious artistic and educational mission in the 30th Anniversary and beyond.

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

$100,000–$999,999  
Richard A. Ditton  
Nancy and Michael Timmers

$50,000–$999,999  
Joan and Paul Rubschlager  
John McGowan and Dave Robbins

$25,000–$49,999  
A. Marek Fine Jewelry  
Gerry Barad  
Leigh and Henry Bienen  
Janice Feinberg on behalf of the Joseph and Bessie Feinberg Foundation  
Joyce and Bruce Chelberg  
Paul and Dedrea Gray  
Lisa Naparstek Green and Howard Green  
Elaine and Larry Hodgson  
David L. Schwimmer  
Lorrayne and Steve Weiss

$10,000–$24,999  
Anonymous  
Joe and Shannon Brady  
Douglas R. Brown  
Mindy Chapman  
Memorial Fund  
Shawn M. Donnelley Fund at the Chicago Community Trust  
Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture  
Peter and Paula Fasseas  
Lee and Sandy Golub  
Jeremy Kaufman and Vered Hanka  
GS Gives—Chris Keogh  
Cheri Lawrence  
Rocque and Anne Lipford  
Rachel E. Kraft*  
Melinda McMullen and Duncan Kime  
Marla Mendelson and Stephen Wolff  
Milne Family Foundation  
Jeff Nickler—BOK Center  
Anne Pramaggiore  
Jeffrey and Eileen Richards  
Brenda Robinson  
Abbie Helene Roth and Sandra Gladstone Roth*  
Lizzy and Josh Scheinfeld  
Darren and Anne Snyder  
Jay and Kelly Tunney  
Char Whitaker

$5,000–$9,999  
Anonymous  
Edward Chun  
Rebecca and Kurt Feaster  
Doug and Katie Frey  
Dan and Jo Lisowski  
Laura Matalon and Spencer Waller  
Stephen McLaughlin  
Jill Reznick Meier and Jonathan Meier  
Kevin and Michelle Mize  
M+M Murzanski  
Elise Paschen and Stuart Brainerd

$2,500–$4,999  
Anonymous (2)  
David Abrams  
Thomas and Heidi Babbo  
Lynneen Bauer and Scott Brainerd  
Deann and Rick Bayless  
Marcia Baylin  
Kathleen Bergeron  
Maria Bechily and Scott Hodes

^ This donor is ensuring the future of Lookingglass with a bequest through the Givingglass Guild

• We gratefully acknowledge our deceased donors

$10,000–$24,999

- Richard A. Ditton
- In The Works Fund on behalf of De and Paul Gray
- John McGowan & David Robbins Charitable Fund
- Jill Reznick Meier and Jonathan Meier
- David L. Schwimmer
- Nancy and Michael Timmers Charitable Account
$1,000–$1,499
Anonymous (3)
Constantine Alexandriks Jean Antoniou
Stephanie and Dana Arnett
Sharon Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Warren L. Batts
Charles and Amy Bickers Richard and Marilyn Bromley
Janet V. Burch
Mr. David Chen and Ms. Brandon Yates
Patricia, Kevin, and Mirabel Chin
Barbara Clayton Kay Collier
Mary Jane and Tom Dee Troy and Jennifer Defranco
Dr. J. Anthony Dillon Paul Dykstra and Spark Cremin
Roger and Chaz
Ebert Foundation Sondra Berman Epstein Michael and Nancy Evans
Mr. Edward Farley
Charlie and Stephanie Frankel
Jeremy Freedman and Elizabeth Sacks
Michelle and Dr. Larry Goodman
Joyce and Timothy Greening Diane and Sol Hara
David and Paula Harris Jon and Allie Harris
Lindsay Hearn David D. Hiller
Laura Jones and Richard Hunt
Charles Katzenmeyer Thomas and Pascale Kichler
Jonathan Klein and Susan Cohn
David and Lesly Koo John Mahoney*
Drs. Annette and John Martini
Jeremy Mattson and Joan Crawford
Daniel and Anita Mauro Janet Melk
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John Morris
Ann and Dan Nahom
Richard Neer
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Jon and Jane Stillman
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Lisa and Charles Tribbett
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Michelle and Michael Warner
Lynne and David B. Weinberg
Ron and Patty Weiss
Donald and Sylvia White
Leslie and Robert Zentner

$1,500–$2,499
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Ebert Foundation Sondra Berman Epstein Michael and Nancy Evans
Mr. Edward Farley
Charlie and Stephanie Frankel
Jeremy Freedman and Elizabeth Sacks
Michelle and Dr. Larry Goodman
Joyce and Timothy Greening Diane and Sol Hara
David and Paula Harris Jon and Allie Harris
Lindsay Hearn David D. Hiller
Laura Jones and Richard Hunt
Charles Katzenmeyer Thomas and Pascale Kichler
Jonathan Klein and Susan Cohn
David and Lesly Koo John Mahoney*
Drs. Annette and John Martini
Jeremy Mattson and Joan Crawford
Daniel and Anita Mauro Janet Melk
Rachel Davis Mersey Gary Metzner and Scott Johnson
John Morris
Ann and Dan Nahom
Richard Neer
Sharon and Lee Oberlander
Barbara and Daniel O’Keefe
Jim and Sue Pajakowski Lanny and Terry Passaro
Monica Perlman
Joe and Karla Pope
Raiselle and Kenneth Resnick
Howard Learner and Lauren Rosenthal
Joanne C. Ruxin
Chris Semrau—SMG
Renee and Michael Sichlau
Nikki Will Stein and Fred Stein
Liz Stiffel
Jon and Jane Stillman
Marcia Tarre
Lisa and Charles Tribbett
Dr. Sabrina Tsao
Scott and Adriane Turow
Paul and Laura Walder
Michelle and Michael Warner
Lynne and David B. Weinberg
Ron and Patty Weiss
Donald and Sylvia White
Leslie and Robert Zentner

$500–$999
Anonymous (2)
Christiana Adesanya and Oluwatope Mabogunje
Mary Bagivo and James Meguerian
Susan R. Benner
Arta and Adrian Beverly
Mary Therese Brady and Don Ferguson
Lois Rae Carlson
John and Deborah Chipman
Nancy L. Clark
Red Delaney
Scott and Lenore Enloe
Carol Farver
Jennie and John Fogarty
Susan Mabrey Gaud Michael Goldberger^ Isaac Green
Jenny and Patty Hanner
Steven and Lenore Harris
Tom and Margie Hurwich
Gayle and Ken Jensen
Debbie and Jack Kelleher
Melinda Knight
Jill and Lewis Landsberg
Nancy and Douglas McConnell
Rita McConville
Richard and Beverly Moody
Nyro Murphy
Gil and Carolyn Parsons
Karen and Chuck Peters
Elizabeth and Jesse Peterson Hall
Merle Reskin
Bill Savage
Matthew and Samantha Sears
Scott Silberstein
Jane A. Shapiro
Janet Carl Smith and Langhorne and Marilyn Smith
Sue E. Stealey
Barbara and Tom Strauss
Chris and Sarah Van Tassel

^ This donor is ensuring the future of Lookingglass with a bequest through the Givingglass Guild
* We gratefully acknowledge our deceased donors
DONORS

Lane Winter Vanderslice and Elaine Mohamed
Andrew White and Shari Joffe
Lawrence White
Susan J. White
Susan Wolz
Maria Wynne

$250–$499
Anonymous
Frieda Applebaum
Liz Barrett
Mary Jo Barrett and Dennis J. O’Keefe
Regina Belmonte and Kent Sato
Gordon Berry and Mary Hynes-Berry
Jim and Beth Biery
Barbara Blair
Steven Brint
Thomas F. Broderick
Kathleen Brown
Brian and Marianne Carl
Don Carone and Debra Maier
James Chapman
Tim Christopher and Olivia Lopez
Rosemary Crowley
Earl Cunningham
Jon Drummond
Steven B. Edelstein, MD
Nestor and Beth Eliadis
Jon and Emily Eller
Francoise and John Falkenholm
Steve and Suzanne Fedea
Timothy and Janet Fox
Kimberly Gleeson
Joseph and Linda Gmitter
Sharon Golan
Joy Gregory
Michael Hansen and Nancy Randa
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Harris
Dr. and Mrs. Josh Jacobs
Ed Jeske and John Hern
Glynnis Hokenson and Jared Sagoff
David and Kathy G. Holmes
Hillis Howie and Margaret Shaklee
Kate Johnson Artistry
Lynn and George Jones
Jan Kallish
Avril Klaff
Kristin Klinger-Thomas
Knuth Family Fund
Kathleen Kubick
Cindy and Jim Lamson
Adam Langer and Beate Sisensich
Jim and Laurel Lannen
Dan Gordinsky and Renee Lanter
Carolyn Leonard
Susan V. Booth and Max Leventhal
Scott Levin and Melissa Foreman
Fran and Chuck Licht
Katherine Logue and Jonathan Nyland
Sherry and Mel Lopata
Kevin and Jackie Luthringhausen
Jack and Christine Mardian and Family
William Mason
Michele McGoulc
The Morris and Helen Messing Family Charitable Fund
Sandra and Marc Micek
Kerry Miller and Nina Kavin
Eileen M. Murray
Toby and Gordon Newman
Stephanie Nyman
Dan and Ann O’Brien
Bruce Otman
Fraser and Ellen Perkins
Betty and Thomas Philipson
Randy Pierson
D. Elizabeth Price
Bill Richert
Mr. and Mrs. David S. Ruder
The Saints
Dr. Alice Schlegel
Chantal and Bill Shapiro
Liz and Jeff Sharp
Phil Smith and Louise Lamson
W. and E. Stenhouse
Jo Ann Stevenson
Heidi Stillman and Rick Sims
Lorraine Subra
William Sullivan
Steve and Gail Taggart
Marina and Arnold Tatar
Edward and Janet Teel
Joanne Tremulis
Linda and Dennis Wilt
Mary Lyn and Charles Wonderlic
Patricia Wyant
Susan Schaalman
Youdovin and Charlie Shulkin

$100–$249
Anonymous (14)
J.W. Atkinson
Geoffrey Baer and Amelia Kohm
Donna Baiocchi
Rossann Baker-Priestley
Kate Balbirer
Pam Barker
Judith Barnard
Pat Garcia and Julie Barton
JW Bell
Molly Beran
Brenda Berry-Green
Jennifer and Robin Biemann
Helaine A. Billings
Mike and Patti Blazer
Claudia and John Boatright
Dr. Bob
John and Donna Bohlmann
Britta Bopp
Ms. Nancy J. Bothne
Cassie and Greg Boyle
Jay and Anne Bronner
Joel and Carol Brosk
John Bross
Larry and Susan Brutman
Kristin Brown and Mahmoud Ajamia
Meredith Brown
Suzette and Allan Bulley
Jim and Stephanie Buske
Carney-Vestevich
Cynthia Chesi and Scott Elliott
Rana Choi
Mike Christ
Tom and Meg Ciaggett
Samantha Cocker
Kimberlee Connell
Sharon Conway
Jim Corrigan
Darwin Corrin
Tom and Barbara Crays
Debbie Crimmins and Paul Goerss
Nancy and Joseph Crowther
Joshua Davis and Neal Ruperto
Patty L. Delony
Leonora Dickson
Alexander Domanski
Pat and Richard Doonan
Bernice Dorig
Catherine and Patrick Dowd
Larry Elov
Judith Etting
Rachel Beth Evans
Sarah Fabian
Leslie Fedota
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony G. Finder
Gary A. Fine and Susan H. Fine
Jan and Bill Flapan
John Ford
Mike Fritzmann
Dorothea and Philip Genetos
Patricia and Melvin Gerbie
Rosemary Gilmore
Ethel and Bill Gofen
Deidra Gold
Deborah J. Gunbin
Joan and Guy Gunzburg
Carol and Solomon Gutstein
John Hass
Chantal Haberman
David Hacker
Shelia Hagan
Jennifer M. Hall, Esq.
Marlene Halpern
Sarah R. Wolff and Joel L. Handelman
Sharon Harris
Jaqueline Hayes
Jacqueline Helmrick
Dawn Hillman
Jim Hilly and Nancy Griffin

^This donor is ensuring the future of Lookingglass with a bequest through the Givingglass Guild

* We gratefully acknowledge our deceased donors
This donor is ensuring the future of Lookingglass with a bequest through the Givingglass Guild.

We gratefully acknowledge our deceased donors.
Lookingglass is grateful to our generous sponsors who made the 30th Anniversary gglassquerade the most successful fundraiser in Company history.

THANK YOU!

EMINENT SUPPORTERS

BOK CENTER
Joe and Shannon Brady
Gigi Pritzker

MARSH PRIVATE CLIENT SERVICES
Lizzy and Josh Scheinfeld

Mesirov Financial

ROETZEL
Charlotte B. Whitaker

IN-KIND SPONSORS

LEAD FUND-A-MISSION DONORS

Douglas R. Brown in honor of Rachel Kraft
Ms. Shawn M. Donnelley and Dr. Christopher M. Kelly
Elaine and Larry Hodgson • Joan and Paul Rubschlager
Nancy and Michael Timmers
Jeremy Kaufman and Vered Hankin
Gerry Barad • Joyce and Bruce Chelberg • John McGowan and Dave Robbins

LIVE AUCTION SPONSORS

Metropolitan Touring

PARK HYATT CHICAGO* PARK HYATT NEW YORK*

IN- KIND SPONSORS

Exclusive Media Partner

Clarendelle

HEARN

MAPLE & ASH
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TRIBUTE GIFTS

In Memory of
Sandra Gladstone Roth
Ida Anger
Regina Belmonte and
Kent Sato
David and Kim Burdakin
Virginia Cudecki
Rochelle Didier MD
Alexander Domanskis
Friends of Sandra Roth
Lori Gladstone
Cassandra Hammond and
Scott D. Fehlan
Drs. Elena and
Perry Kamel
Carol and Jim Klenk
Rachel E. Kraft
David and Suzanne Kranz
Michele McGoold
Melinda McMullen and
Duncan Kime
Felice Nelson
Elizabeth Oliver
Lydia and
Kenneth Polonsky
Owen and Sandra Rennert
Craig Wilbanks

In Memory of
David Burns
Rachel E. Kraft

In Memory of
Mindy Chapman
Suzanne Mendelson
Marcia Tarre

In Memory of
Eunice Joffe
Donna Balocchi

In Memory of
Marilyn Mesch
Jim Corrigan

In Memory of
James F. Oates
The Rhodes Foundation

On Behalf of The Milne
Family Foundation
The Big Dog Fund

In Honor of Gerry Barad
Randi and David Winter

In Honor of
Jenny Bienemann
Janet Carl Smith and
Mel Smith

In Honor of Leigh and
Henry Bienen
Patrick G. and Shirley W.
Ryan Foundation

In Honor of Andrew Chun
Scholarship Fund
Edward Chun
Claire Miller

In Honor of Rachel Fink
Susan Medak

In Honor of Lee Golub
Carey Cooper

In Honor of Illinois
Susan Wolz

In Honor of Rachel Kraft
Fron and Bernie Alpert
Kathi Brown
Meredith Brown
Joyce and Bruce Chelberg
Lookingglass Artists
Lookingglass Board
Carol Prins and John Hart
Janet Carl Smith and
Mel Smith
Ted and Barb Waccholz
Karen Zelden and
Ralph Senst

In Honor of Maggie and
Mike Murzanski
Margie Marcus

In Honor of Brian Price
and Jessica Schoen Price
Barry and Helen Nalebuff

In Honor of
Dr. Eva E. Redei
Frieda Applebaum

In Honor of
Caroline Macon and
Heidi Stillman
Scott Silberstein

In Honor of Michael and
Nancy Timmers
Peter and Paula Fasseas

DONORS

JOIN US FOR
SEASON 41

World Premieres
Choreographic Innovation
International Collaborations

Up to 30% off on
subscriptions, on sale now.
hubbardstreetdance.com/subscribe
312-635-3799

Hubbard Street Dancer Michael Gross and Former Dancer
Jesse Reichard in Brian Brooks’ Tempest. Photo by Todd Rosenberg.
A. Marek Fine Jewelry
ABSINTHE Las Vegas
Allega Biery and
Nothern Trust
Alliance Française
de Chicago
Alliance Theatre
Ana Kuzmanic
Anne Fontaine
Anne Pramaggiore
Anna Shapiro
Anthony Fleming III
Athleta
Avianca
Barbara Bradford and
Robert Sherman
Barney's New York
Beatrix
Bellagio
Bey Restaurant
Bill Kurtis and
Donna LaPietra
Bloomingdale's
Blue Man Group Chicago
BMO Harris Bank
Boka Restaurant Group
Brenda Robinson
Broadway in Chicago
Cadella Medical Spa
Calypso St. Bath
Carolyn Rose Ratke
Charlotte B. Whitaker
Chef Jean Joho
Cheri Lawrence
Chicago Architecture
Foundation
Chicago History Museum
Chicago Magazine
Chicago Museum of
Contemporary Art
Chicago Shakespeare
Theater
Chicago Symphony
Orchestra
ComEd
Commercial Office of
Ecuador
Conagra Brands
Conrad Hotel
Clairendelle
Cultivate Brewery
Dablton Vineyards
Dana Hotel and Spa
Darren Snyder
David Catlin
David L. Schwimmer
Deann and Rick Bayless
Delle Amiche Salon
Devon Seafood Grill
Diane and Chris Whatton
Dine Amic Group
Domaine Clarence Dillon
and Chateau Haut
Brion Wines
Douglass R. Brown
Easy-Ware and
Charlie Frankel
Eataly Chicago
Ettie Fine Art Portraiture
Eiffel Tower Restaurant and
Chef Jean Joho
El's Cheesecake
Entertainment Cruises
Expo Chicago
Fabri Furs
FFC Health Clubs
Fig & Olive
Fleming's Prime
Floast 60
Four Seasons Hotel Chicago
Francesca's
Fred's at Barney's
Freehand Chicago
Fronteria Grill
Gene and Georgetti
Gene Siskel Film Center
George the Salon
Gerald Darel
Gerry Barad
Gibson's Restaurant Group
Golub & Co.
Goodman Theatre
Grace Chicago
Hart Davis Hart
HEARN
Heidi Stillman
HMS Media and
Scott Silberstein
Hubbard and
Jeanette Page
Hubbard Street Dance
Hyatt Regency London—
The Churchill
Iceberg Enterprises and
Lisa Naparstek Green
and Howard Green
It's About Face
Jane Skin Care Studio
Joe and Shannon Brady
Joey Slotnick
Joffrey Ballet
John G. Shedd Aquarium
Jon and Allie Harris
Julie Gardziola &
The Driskell
Julie Kaplan Photography
Kathy and Kevin Fanning
Kathy Hurley
Kendra Scott
Kevin Mize
Kimberlee Connell
Kindling Group
Kinsella Winery
Knightsbridge Wine Shop
Ambassador Theatre Group
and Kristin Caskey
Laura Eason
Le Clarence Paris
Lee and Sandy Golub
Le Parc Hotel
Lettuce Entertain You
Enterprises
Lindsay Hearn
Lindsay Knight
Live Nation and
Gerry Barad
Lost Dunes Golf Club
Lucy Strike Entertainment
Luxury Garage Sale
Malin + Goetz
Maple & Ash
Mara Blumenfeld
Marchesa
Maria Pinto
Marla Mendelson and
Stephen Wolff
John McGowan and
dave Robbins
Melinda McMullen and
Duncan Kime
Mesirov Financial and
Lester N. Coney
Metropolitan Touring
Mezlan Chicago
Miss Motley Photography
Moet Hennessy USA
MORE Cupcakes
Mountain Shadows Resort
Museum of Contemporary
Art Chicago
Museum of Science and
Industry
Nancy and
Michael Timmers
Nico Osteria
NoMi Kitchen
Normstrom
Park Hyatt Chicago and
Catie Walsh
Park Hyatt New York and
Peter Roth
Park Hyatt Paris Vendome
Park Hyatt St. Kitts
Pastoral Artisan
Paul and Dedra Gray
Petterino's
Phil Smith
Plum Market
Pro Ecuador
Proxi
Rachel E. Kraft
Revolution Brewery
Richard A. Ditton
Richard Gay Galleries
Rick and Deann Bayless
Rockit Ranch Productions
Rocque and Anne Lipford
Rosebud Restaurants
Roses Ever After
RL Restaurant
Salt Fitness Chicago
Samuel Taylor and
Lindsey Noel Whiting
Sanctuary Resort
Sanders Fine Portraits
Sassoon Salon
Seadog Architecture
Boat Tour
Sepia
Sirron Pilates Studio
Southern Cut BBQ
Spoothero
Steven Spencer
Steppenwolf Theatre
Company
Studio Vital
Suntory Beam
Susan and Sheffield Hyde
Swirlz Cupcakes
Terlato Wine International
The Late Show with
Stephen Colbert
The Signature Room
The Vig
Theaster Gates and
the Rebuild Foundation
Thomas Stat
Tracy Letts
United Airlines
VenueOne Chicago
Vered Hankin and
Jeremy Kaufman
Vidal Sassoon
Vosges Haut Chocolate
Waldorf Astoria Chicago
Writers Theatre
Wynndham Chicago
Riverfront
Mary Zimmerman
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SERVICES, AMENITIES + COURTESY

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
875 N Michigan Ave, Suite 1330
Chicago, IL 60611
773.477.9257

THEATRE AND BOX OFFICE
821 N Michigan Ave
(Theatre entrance on Pearson Ave)
Chicago, IL 60611
312.337.0665
lookingglasstheatre.org

BOX OFFICE HOURS
During the Run of a Production:
• Tuesday–Sunday: 12–8PM
• Closed on Mondays
Between Productions:
• Tuesday–Thursday & Saturday: 12–6PM
• Friday: 12–4PM
• Closed Sunday & Monday

SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscribers receive priority seating, advance ticket sales, unlimited free ticket exchanges, great offers at partner restaurants, invitations to exclusive events, discounts on tickets, education classes and camps, parking, and more! Call 312.337.0665 or visit lookingglasstheatre.org/subscribe.

GROUP SALES
Groups of 8 or more save up to 20% based on group size and performance date. For more information, call 773.477.9257 X 125 or email groupsales@lookingglasstheatre.org.

GIFT CERTIFICATES
Lookingglass gift certificates are perfect for all occasions. Available in any denomination, gift certificates can be exchanged for tickets to any Lookingglass production. Gift subscriptions offer the recipient guaranteed seats and the numerous perks and discounts available only to subscribers. To order, call the box office at 312.337.0665 or stop by the next time you attend a show. lookingglasstheatre.org/gift-certificates

MERCHANDISE
Lookingglass merchandise is available for purchase at the box office or concession stand. Stop by to pick up some apparel to share with your favorite Lookingglass fan!

ENTER TO WIN tickets to a Lookingglass production by filling out our audience survey. Look for the link in your post-show email from Lookingglass.

ACCESSIBILITY
Lookingglass Theatre is accessible to people who use wheelchairs, those who cannot walk stairs, and patrons with visual and hearing impairments. Please notify the box office in advance of your visit so that we can best accommodate your needs. Box office: 312.337.0665 or box@lookingglasstheatre.org.

Lookingglass is pleased to offer an open captioned and an audio described performance for each production in our 2017–18 season. For more information, visit lookingglasstheatre.org/accessibility.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found information may be exchanged at the box office; please call 312.337.0665.

CAMERAS AND RECORDING DEVICES
The use of cameras (with or without a flash), recorders, or other electronic devices is strictly prohibited. The video and/or audio recording of this performance by any means whatsoever is also strictly prohibited.

PAGERS, PHONES AND WATCH ALARMS
Patrons are asked to silence pagers, cellular phones, and watch alarms before entering the theatre.

LATECOMERS
Latecomers are seated at the discretion of management and may have to wait until a suitable break in the action of the play to be seated.

Smoking is prohibited.

Lookingglass Theatre is not responsible for personal property.

Lookingglass Coat Check is available for $1 per item; all proceeds benefit Season of Concern. We cannot accept fur coats.

Thanks to The Saints: Volunteers for the Performing Arts for providing ushers. For information, visit saintschicago.org or call 773.529.5510.

Thanks to Carol Friedman, Lookingglass Theatre Company’s Saints volunteer usher coordinator.
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